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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z= [O, l] and for nonnegative integers y1 and m let R,, = 
{r=zvq: PErIn, q~rIm~ and q> 0 on Z}. Here fl, denotes the space of 
real algebraic polynomials of degree I or less. The problem of rational 
Chebyshev approximation with Lagrange interpolatory constraints is 
described as follows. We fix s points 0 < t, < . . . < t, < 1 and for f~ C(Z) 
we seek Y* in R,,(f)= (YE R,,,: r(t,)=f(tJ (i= 1, . . . . s)} such that 
llf-r*ll =inf{ Ilf-rll: YE R,, (f)} where 1) + I( denotes the uniform norm 
over Z. We call such an r* a best approximation to f from R,,(f). It has 
long been known that there is a difficulty with existence for this problem. 
When n as- 1, so that R,,(f) # Iz, for all f~ C(Z), Gilormini [4] 
announced a positive existence result for this problem along with a charac- 
terization theorem. However, Loeb [S] disproved the existence assertion 
giving an example of a functionfo C(Z) that fails to have a best approxima- 
tion from R,,,(f) when s = 1 and t, = 0. In Loeb’s example, fis not normal 
with respect to R,,l. (We say that f~ C(Z) is normal with respect to R,, 
if its unique best approximation from R,, is in R,,\R,- I,m- 1 .) More 
recently, when s = 1, Dunham [3] gave conditions that ensure that a func- 
tion that is not normal with respect o R,, fails to have a best approxima- 
tion from R,,(f). He also announced an example of a normal function for 
which existence for the constrained problem fails. It is of interest to deter- 
mine the extent of this nonexistence phenomenon. Something analogous to 
a result of Cheney and Loeb [2] that the set of functions in C(Z) that are 
not normal with respect to R,, is nowhere dense in C(Z) would be 
desirable. To the contrary, however, the principle result of this short note 
is that the nonexistence phenomenon is quite rampant. 
For simplicity, we only consider the case s = 1 and t, = 0 so that 
%nW = {=R,,m: r(0) =f(O)}. When n, m 2 1, we give a condition based 
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on the best approximation to f from R, _ l,m _ 1 which implies that f has no 
best approximation from R,, (f). We then use this result and the con- 
tinuity properties of the best approximation operator corresponding to 
R,- I,m _ i to demonstrate a nonempty, open subset of C(1) all of whose 
elements fail to have best approximations from R,, with the interpolation 
constraint. A consequence of this result is that for fixed f~ C(I), M and M 
being sufliciently large is not enough to ensure existence for the constraine 
problem. 
2. NONEXISTENCE RESULTS 
For f~ C(I) and SE C(I), let dist(f, S) = inf( i/f-- g/l: g E S>. We use the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let n,m 2 1 and f e C(I). Then 
dist(f, R,,) <dWf, R,,(f)) G dist(f, K-L,-~). 
Proof The first inequality is trivial. For the second inequality, let 
Y = p/q be the best approximation to f from R,_ l,m-, where p E 
q~r-Im-l> and q>O on I. If IIf -rl/ =O, then r(0) = f(0) and 
dist(f, R,,(f))=dist(f, R,-l,,-l)=O. Assume Ilf --r/l >O. For k a 
positive integer, define 
~&)=(xP(x) +f(O)/~)/(xq(x)+l/k). 
Note that rk E R,,,(f) and that 
Hence, for x E I 
If(x) - r&l G xq~‘~)l,k Ilf -41 + xqixK llk If(x) -f(O)l. (4 
Choose 6>0 so that If(x)-f(O)l<ljf-r/l for x~[O,6]. Clearly, (*) 
implies that 1 f(x) - rk(x)I < Ilf - rII for XE [0, S] and that /f - ~~1 -+ 
1 f - rl uniformly on [S, 11. Hence 
lim sup Ilf - rkll d llf- 41 k-m 
and so dist(f, R,,(f )) < dist(.L R,- l,m- 1). 
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For fE C(I), let E(f) = {x E I: If(x)] = j/f/ }. Evidently, E(f) is compact 
in I. 
THEOREM 1. Let n,m 3 1, f E C(I), r be the best approximation to f from 
R n-l,m-19 and let x1 be the smallest element of E(f - r). If x1 >O and 
(f(O)-r(O)) (f(xl)-dxl))<O, thenf d oes not have a best approximation 
from R,Af ). 
ProoJ: Let r = p/q (in reduced form) where p E n, _ 1, q E n, _ 1, and 
q> 0 on 1, and let d= min(n -deg p, m - deg q). By the alternation 
theorem for rational approximation (see [ 1,2]) f-r exhibits at least 
I + 1 = IZ + m + 1 - d points of alternation in E(f - r). That is, there exist 
points x1 < ... <xl+1 in I where (f -r)(xj)=o(-l)l Ilf --YII (i= 1, . . . . 
I+ 1) where (r = f 1. Since x1 is the smallest element of E(f - r), we can 
choose x1 to be the first point in the alternant. 
Assume that f has a best approximation r* = p*/q* from R,,,(f) whence 
P*EI-IIn, 4*En,, q* >O on 1, and r*(O)= f(0). By hypothesis, 
r*(O) #r(O) so that r* #r. By the lemma, II f - r*ll d II f - rll and thus for 
i=l ) . ..) I+ 1, 
C(-l)j(f -r*)(Xi)< llf --*II 
so that 
d Ilf - rll = 4 - l)‘(f - r)(Xi) 
cr(-l)‘(r* - r)(xi) 2 0. 
Since -B = sgn(f - r)(xl), the hypothesis yields 
a( - 1)’ (r* - r)(xo) = a(f - r)(O) > 0, 
where x,=0. Since q, q* >O on 4 4 - 1)’ (P*q - q*P)(x,) 3 0 
(i=O, . . . . I+ 1). But p*q-q*pEn, and thusp*q-q*p=O so that r* =r, a 
contradiction. Theorem 1 is now proven. 
If f 6 C(I) is normal with respect to R,- l,m- 1, then the alternation 
theorem implies that E(f- r) contains at least n + m points where r is the 
best approximation to f from R,-l,,_l. In Theorem 1, iffis normal and 
E(f- r) contains precisely n + m points, then all functions sufficiently near 
f fail to have best approximations from R,, with the interpolatory 
constraint. 
THEOREM 2. Let f E C(I) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, andfurther 
suppose that f is normal with respect to R, _ I,m _ 1 and that E(f - r) contains 
precisely n + m points. Then there exists E > 0 such that for every g E C(I) 
with II g -f 11 < E, g does not have a best approximation from R,,,(g). 
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Proof. Let l=nfm and E(f-v)=(~~,...,x~) where O<x,< ..I < 
xI < 1. Assume the conclusion is false. Then there is a sequence (gk) in C(Z) 
such that j/g, -fll -+ 0 and each gk has a best approximation from 
R,,(g,). Let rk denote the best approximation to gk from R,_ I,m- 1 and 
let <‘; be the smallest element of E( gk - Yk). By the continuity of the best 
approximation operator at each normal function [6], IIrk - ~11 -+ 0. 
Moreover, the set of functions that are normal with respect o R, _ I,m _ 1 
is open in C(Z) (see [2]). Thus for k suffkiently large, g, is normal wit 
respect o R, - l,m - 1 and we may then choose an alternant rl; < I.. < <: for 
gk - rk consisting of I points in E( g, - rk). We now extract a subsequence 
and relabel so that each gk is normal with respect o R,- l,m- I and <f --f <, 
(i = 1, . . . . Z) where 5 1 < . I . d 5,. The convergent sequence ( gk - yk) is 
precompact in C(Z) and thus is equicontinuous. Hence, 
(i= 1, . . . . I). So each c, E E(f- v). But for i = 1, . . . . I- I, 
(f-r)(t,)(f-r)(5,+1)=1im(gk-rk)(rr)(gk-rk)(i’~+1) 
= - I/f--rJj’<O. 
Thus, t1 < . . . < tr, and so, <, = x, (i = 1, . . . . E). Finally, 
So for k sufficiently large, r: > 0 and (gk- rk)(0)(gk - r,)(cF) < 0 and 
by Theorem 1, g, has no best approximation fom Rn,,Jgk). We have a 
contradiction and Theorem 2 is proven. 
We point out that functions f E C(Z) satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 2 are easy to come by. Start with r E R, _ I,m _ ,\I?, _ 2,m _ 2 an 
f=r+h where heC(Z), Jhl<p on Z\(X~,...,X,+,} where O<x,< ... < 
n+m d 1 are arbitrary, h(O) > 0, and h(xi) = ( - 1)’ p (i = 1 n+m) where 
5 > 0. Thus Theorem 2 indeed demonstrates nonempty open%bsets of C(Z) 
over which existence for the constrained problem fails. 
We now turn our attention to the existence question with f fixed and pz 
and m varying. A consequence of the construction above is that for fixed 
f E C(Z) existence of a best approximation from R,,(f) is not guaranteed 
for n and m sufficiently large. 
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THEOREM 3. Let (n(k)) and (m(k)) b e se q uences of positive integers with 
n(k) -+ CO as k + 03. Then there exists f E C(I) such that for infinitely many 
k, f does not have a best approximation from Rn(kj,m(k,(f ). 
ProoJ Let A, = { ge C(I): g has a best approximation from 
R~kx,,k)k)l and Fk = flja k A,. Evidently Fk is closed, and we show that 
each Fk has an empty interior in C(I). Let gE Fk and E >O. By the 
Weierstrass theorem choose a polynomial p so that j/p - gll < &/2. 
Now choose j3 k so that deg p 6 n(j) - 1. By adding a suitably small 
multiple of xn(+’ to p(x), we may assume that deg p =n(j) - 1. Then 
P E Rn(,) - I, m(j) - i \%.I) - 2,m(j)-22, and the construction above with r =p, 
n = n(j), m = m(j), and p = s/2 yields f 4 A, with 11 f - gll < E. Hence, Fk has 
an empty interior. By the Baire category theorem, C(Z) contains some f not 
in Uk> 1 Fk. In particular, for each k, f has no best approximation from 
R ncr,,mcj,( f) for some j 3 k. The proof is complete. 
We conclude this note by mentioning that one can obtain sufticient con- 
ditions for f E C(I) to have a best approximation from R,,(f ). Such condi- 
tions include dist(f, R,,(f )) < dist(f, R,- l,m- 1) or (f - r,)(O)(f- r,)(O) 
< 0 where ri denotes the best approximation to f from R,-i,, _ I (i = 0, 1). 
Proofs are similar to that of the theorem on p. 155 in [ 11 with an 
additional argument preventing cancellations. 
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